We model the recombination process of fungal systems via chromatid exchange in meiosis, which accounts for any type of bivalent configuration in a genetic interval in any specified order of genetic markers, for both random spore and tetrad data. First, a probability model framework is developed for two genes and then generalized for an arbitrary number of genes. Maximum likelihood estimators (MLEs) for both random and tetrad data are developed. It is shown that the MLE of recombination for tetrad data is uniformly more efficient over that from random spore data by a factor of at least 4 usually. The MLE for the generalized probability framework is computed using the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm. Pearson's chi-squared statistic is computed as a measure of goodness of fit using a product-multinomial setup. We implement our model with genetic marker data on the whole genome of Neurospora crassa. Simulated annealing is used to search for the best order of genetic markers for each chromosome, and the goodness of fit value is evaluated for model assumptions. Inferred map orders are corroborated by genomic sequence, with the exception of linkage groups I, II, and V.
Introduction
Since almost the beginning of genetics, an important goal has been to create maps of entire chromosomes. These maps fall into two classes, genetic and physical maps.
1,2
The former are constructed from information on how genes are transmitted from parent to offspring, whereas the latter are constructed by having an experimental approach designed to distinguish DNA fragments and to order these fragments. Computationally feasible maximum likelihood solutions for these respective problems were developed by Lander and Green 3 for a genetic map with many markers, and by Bhandarkar et al. 4 and Kececioglu et al. 5 for a physical map composed of many DNA fragments. The focus here is on constructing genetic maps with many markers.
With l markers or genetic loci, each with two or more alternate types of a gene (i.e. alleles), the number of possible types of offspring is 2 l and hence the computational complexity of a likelihood-based approach to estimating a genetic map would appear to scale as O (25 l ). 6 At first glance, the computational complexity of the segregation of l markers to build a genetic map seems daunting. For a special case, Lander and Green 3 were able to develop a maximum likelihood procedure for ordering genetic markers that had a linear computational complexity in the number of markers. This is essential because geneticists have just completed the International HapMap 7 to hunt down most disease-causing genes, with thousands of markers scattered through the genome, and the single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) from the Affymetrix chips in complex trait analysis are derived in part from the HapMap SNPs. Several model systems now possess genetic maps with thousands of markers, and their transmission to offspring can be observed simultaneously. 8 In essence, the simultaneous use of mapping data together with variation in a complex trait, such as many human diseases, provides a triangulation on genes that may influence a complex trait controlled by two or more genes. 9 The ideal data obtainable, from a geneticist's perspective, is one in which he/she can observe the gametes of a parent directly (as opposed to the offspring) to understand the transmission of genes or genetic markers. Then, the transmission of genes in one parent does not mask how genes are transmitted in the other parent. In fungi, such as Neurospora crassa, the gametic products can be typed directly (Fig. 1) . The strings of spores in Fig. 1 are the gametes from a single cross. It is possible to engineer other organisms, such as the model plant system Arabidopsis thaliana, for tetrad analysis. 10, 11 The question is, for this ideal kind of genetic data (in the best of all possible experimental worlds), can we construct a genetic map with many markers?
Given the importance of tetrads to understanding how genes are transmitted together or separately in the hundreds of fungal laboratories employing these kinds of genetic analyses, one would think there would be a clear statistical methodology for the analysis of such multilocus data and the planning of such experiments. The problem examined here is very old and difficult, and is solved here for a case relevant to the fungal kingdom and organisms lucky enough to be engineered to have tetrads. Maturing asci of Neurospora crassa from wild-type x histone H1 -GF P (inserted at his-3 ). Histone H1, being a chromosomal protein, allows the GFP-tagged nuclei (two per spore at this stage) to fluoresce in four of the eight ascospores; the remaining four ascospores carry the untagged nuclei from the wild-type parent. Almost all asci show the first-division segregation of hH1 -GF P because of its close proximity to the centromere of linkage group I (photo courtesy of Namboori B. Raju, Stanford University, USA).
We extend the work of Zhao and Speed
12 to the case of many markers. 13 Tetrad data are shown to be the best available ones for constructing genetic maps.
In a previous paper, 13 we have demonstrated how the likelihood function involving hundreds of genetic markers can be computed with a computational complexity linear in l. Here, we show that the inference tools based on the likelihood function for a genetic map, in fact, produce the correct map. Resulting genetic maps are independently verified against the sequence of the Neurospora crassa genome, 14 with the exception of linkage groups I, II, and V. Inferred recombination distances between markers and their standard errors are reported for the first time for this model system.
Background Material on Meiosis, Recombination, and Crossover
In eukaryotic organisms, the vast majority of genes are found on the chromosomes in the cell's nucleus. Many eukaryotic species are classified as either diploid, carrying two nearly identical pairs of nuclear chromosomes (i.e. two nuclear genomes) in each cell; or haploid, with only one chromosome set per cell. Most fungi and algae are haploids; whereas many other eukaryotes, including animals and flowering plants, are diploids. However, it is worth noting that diploid organisms produce haploid reproductive cells (such as eggs and sperm in animals); conversely, some haploid organisms, such as fungi, produce specialized diploid cells during the sexual phase of their life cycle. The letter n is used to designate the number of distinct chromosomes in one nuclear genome, so the haploid condition is designated as n (that is, 1 × n) and the diploid state as 2n (that is, 2 × n). The symbol n is called the haploid chromosome number. In many familiar eukaryotes, recombination principally takes place in meiosis. In eukaryotes, the sexual cycle requires the production of specialized haploid cells (for example, egg and sperm) called gametes. This is achieved by DNA replication prior to meiosis in a diploid meiocyte, followed by two successive cell divisions, resulting in a tetrad of four haploid products or gametes. The two divisions of the nucleus that produce the tetrad of haploid gametes are called meiosis. Because of DNA replication prior to meiosis and pairing of homologs, each chromosomal type is represented in four copies called chromatids (or, in other words, two pairs of sister chromatids). The two pairs of sister chromatids align, constituting a bivalent (i.e. a group of four chromatids). It is at this stage that crossing over is thought to take place. For any particular bivalent, there can be one to several crossovers. A crossover can be represented by a double-stranded break, in which ends of chromatids reanneal with the wrong chromatid ends, as shown in Fig. 2 . The crossovers can occur at any position along the chromatids, and the positions are different in different gametes. Furthermore, crossovers are usually only observed between nonsister chromatids (represented by the different colors in Fig. 2 ). If we designate the sister chromatids from one parent as 1 and 2, and from the other parent as 3 and 4, crossovers can be seen between 1 and 3, 1 and 4, 2 and 3, and 2 and 4, as shown in the different crossovers in Fig. 2 . It is plausible that crossovers are equally likely over these pairs, being random events. This assumption is sometimes referred to as no chromatid interference (NCI).
The process underlying meiotic recombination shuffles heterozygous allele pairs and deals them out in different combinations into the products of meiosis (such as the gametes of plants and animals). Being precise, meiotic recombination is defined as the production of haploid products of meiosis with genotypes differing from both haploid genotypes that originally combined to form the diploid parental Fig. 2 . The ascus classes produced by crossovers between linked loci. NCO, noncrossover meioses; SCO, single-crossover meioses; DCO, double-crossover meioses. Taken from Tewari et al. 13 
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meiocyte. The product of meiosis so generated is called a recombinant, and the process generating the recombinant is hypothesized to be a crossing over. Thus, crossing over is essentially a breaking-and-rejoining process between homologous DNA double helices in meiosis.
There are two different mechanisms of meiotic recombination: independent assortment of heterozygous genes on different chromosomes, and crossing over between heterozygous genes on the same chromosome. Since we deal with genes on the same chromosome in this paper, we consider modeling only the crossing over. Figure 2 shows the way it works. In the figure, one parental genotype (ab) carries all of the mutant alleles, and the other parent (AB) contains all of the normal or wild-type alleles. A typical meiotic product (in a single crossover or SCO) aB, using the above definition of recombination, is clearly a recombinant, as it is genotypically different from either of the haploid parents ab and AB. In the figure, we see that different double crossovers (DCO) lead to different allelic combinations in recombinants. The tetrads are classified as parental ditype (PD), denoting no recombinants; tetrad type (T), denoting equal numbers of recombinants and parental gametes; and nonparental ditype (NPD), denoting all recombinants. These are observable categories by typing gametes (i.e. PD, T, and NPD) in asci, such as in Fig. 1 .
Model Assumptions in Comparison to Existing Models
The modeling approach here is quite distinct from that of Lander and Green. Here, a detailed model of recombination involves exchanges between four chromatids during prophase I to generate all possible bivalent configurations in a given interval. The Lander and Green approach is simply based on counting recombination events in a given interval with the phase known. As a consequence, in their approach no chromosomal interference is assumed, while the likelihood function developed here does permit and is sensitive to chromosomal interference.
Much work has been carried out on the genetic mapping problem, but most approaches posit some underlying crossover process. For example, Zhao and Speed 12,15,16 developed a model in which the crossover process is a stationary renewal process.
17 From this modeling framework, they can write down a likelihood specification that leads to the chi-square model as a special case. 18 With this likelihood formulation, they are able to test the performance of the model for several model systems 16 in a limited way. The limitation of their work is that they assume mathematically tractable processes to describe the crossover process in order to derive analytically tractable likelihood functions for a genetic map. As an example, in Foss et al.'s 18 formulation of the chi-square model, the recombinational intermediates (C) are assumed to be uniformily distributed along a chromosome (i.e. no chromosomal interference), while their resolution is assumed to follow a particular pattern. While the model and hence the likelihood has a parameter m to measure interference, the measure itself is quite abstract and hard to interpret. For example, in their model, they state that a nonexchange (C 0 ) is required to occur m times after each crossover resolution (C x ) followed by a crossover resolution (C x ). Our modeling approach below is distinct by not invoking a particular crossover process to formulate a likelihood function.
Zhao and Speed 17 have calculated very general expressions for the probability of multilocus recombinants, but the limitation of their work is that there is no prescription on how to compute these probabilities except when the assumed process (for example, the chi-square model) allows sums over all possible exchanges, reducing them to explicit closed-form expressions (see Theorems 1 and 2 in Zhao et al. 16 ). Even in this circumstance, they do not present an analysis for more than 10 markers considered simultaneously. As a consequence, it is not clear how their method of likelihood maximization (simplex method) would scale to hundreds of markers without encountering a computational bottleneck. While their modeling and limited likelihood analysis have been illuminating with regard to recombination, they have invoked modeling assumptions about the crossover process that are unnecessary and difficult to verify. In their approach, the crossover process is used to connect the observed gametes to the bivalent configurations. In our modeling approach, we begin with the bivalent configurations, sidestepping the specification of a crossover process.
Here, we do not make explicit assumptions regarding the underlying crossover process, as in earlier work. We develop a probabilistic framework which works directly with all possible bivalent configurations in distinct intervals along the chromosome, using the no-chromatid-interference (NCI) model. In this model, each possible chromatid exchange between nonsister chromatids in a given interval is equally likely. The term "bivalent configuration" refers to how chromatids are joined with their nonsister chromatids along the chromosome. In Fig. 2 , all possible bivalent configurations in a tetrad for two markers are depicted. In the following sections, the model is laid out and its connection to the recombination fraction is detailed.
A Mathematical Formulation for Bivalent Configurations
For the reader's convenience, the following glossary of mathematical terms and symbols is presented:
• c i = probability of a nonsister chromatid exchange for the ith genetic interval 
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Using 1 to denote a paternally derived allele and 0 to denote a maternally derived allele, genotypes 11, 00, 10, and 01 in a genetic interval (called S i ) can result from two simultaneous independent and identical chromatid exchange events (drawn from S). This double chromatid exchange event in S is discrete and not viewed as the product of an underlying continuous crossover process. Chromatid exchanges come in four flavors, as depicted in Fig. 3 . There are a total of five kinds of possible chromatid exchanges (including a nonexchange as one of the possibilities). Here, our model entertains all possible bivalent configurations (i.e. the specified exchanges on four strands of a bivalent). These exchanges may, in principle, result from a large number of crossovers occurring in a particular chromosome interval (between markers). We emphasize that our model does not deal with the crossover(s) per se, but rather a pair of abstract discrete events that are capable of describing all possible bivalent configurations, which could arise from a large number of physical exchanges (i.e. chiasma). We define c i as the probability of a chromatid exchange in the set S of possible exchanges between any two nonsister chromatids in the ith genetic interval S i at meiosis. With the assumption of no chromatid interference (NCI), all chromatid exchanges are equally likely so that
The element 0 in S denotes the absence of an exchange event. The elements 1, 2, 3, and 4 represent nonsister chromatid exchanges between the pairs of chromosomes (1, 3), (2, 3), (2, 4) , and (4, 1), respectively. The probability distribution over S i on possible bivalent configurations between locus A i and A (i+1) (i = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1), where l is the total number of loci on the map, can be summarized as follows:
where {i, j} ∈ S i . Fig. 3 . Single exchange events are signified by a vertical line, and the exchanges take place between chromatids at the ends of the vertical lines. These 4 strands are found in prophase I. 19 All exchanges are equally likely under our hypothesized model. Taken from Tewari et al. 13 
A Probability Model on S 1 = S × S
The random variable X defined on S 1 is introduced to describe an exchange event in the first interval:
From Eq. (2), we obtain
Let n = (n 1 , n 2 , n 3 , n 4 ) be the observed frequency or count vector corresponding to all possible meiotic products for two markers, where one parent is MM and the other parent is OO. In other words, these are the counts of resulting genotypes, and the counts in n are the counts of a multilocus genotype. With alleles M and O diagnostic of two parents at each of l loci, we have 2 l unique multilocus genotypes in general. In the case of two markers (l = 2), we have 2 2 = 4 genotypes along with their frequencies (or counts) listed below:
• MM with frequency n 1 • MO with frequency n 2 • OM with frequency n 3 • OO with frequency n 4 .
Conditional distribution of n given X (the crossover event)
We derive the conditional distribution of these frequencies n by considering all of the different meiotic products that might arise from each of the different exchange events in S during meiosis. The exchange event is captured by the unseen random variable X. For example, given X = 0, the outcomes are MM and OO, and the offspring MO and OM are not seen. Given the random variable X (i.e. the exchange event), the multinomial probabilities associated with the frequencies are the expected Mendelian proportions. Using Eq. (1) and Table 1 , the model specification and hence the likelihood as a function of the parameter Θ = c is given by
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where
Restrictions on the parameters (see Catchpole and Morgan 20 ) ensure that the recombination probability is less than or equal to (4) is distinct from that in Zhao et al. 16 because no crossover process is postulated in Eq. (4).
Maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) of the relative crossover frequency c
There are at least two ways to collect data either as random spores or as tetrads in Fig. 1 . The MLE for random spores when two markers are scored is now described to allow comparisons with tetrad data. The following theorem is given without proof in Tewari et al.
13
Theorem 1. The maximum likelihood estimator of the exchange probability c is unique and is given as follows: 
The maximum likelihood estimator of c is defined as
Let the logarithm of the likelihood function be denoted as
So, the solution set is
If the second derivative is calculated,
From the solution set (7), upon solving the quadratic equation, we find
So, for a < b, the roots in Eq. (8) are imaginary pairs and c = 1 is the only solution of solution set (7) . Using c = 1 and the fact that a < b in Eq. (8), we obtain
Hence, c mle = 1 for a < b and the claim in part 1 of the theorem is proved.
For a = b, Eq. (6) becomes
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Thus, for a = b, c mle = 1. Note that c mle = 1 is also obtained as the unique solution of Eq. (5) (with D = 1) mentioned in the statement of the theorem. For a > b, Eq. (8) has only one root in the interval (0, 1), whereas c = 1 is another root derived from solution set (7) . Now notice that, for c = 1, Eq. (8) is positive and hence actually corresponds to a minimum rather than a maximum. For the other solution, Eq. (8) is clearly negative as the first term vanishes because of solution set (7), and the second term is inherently nonnegative; the second term cannot be zero, as the solution is not 1.
Hence, all of the claims of the theorem are proved.
Recombination fraction r and the mapping function
The recombination fraction (expressed as a percentage) refers to how distance is measured on a genetic map. The mapping function relates the proportion of recombinants observed to the underlying physical exchange process captured in the exchange frequency c. Other approaches can be taken. For example, the recombination fraction can be related to the number of crossovers or physical distance.
We avoid a detailed specification of the crossover process, and simply relate the recombination fraction to the relative frequency of exchange c. The recombination fraction r i for the ith genetic interval is defined as follows:
Also,
which is the theoretical maximum of the recombination fraction from the theory of Mendelian genetics.
Likelihood of Tetrad Types
In the case of two markers, MLEs for tetrad analysis are developed to make contact with results in the literature: heuristic estimators of map distances need standard errors, and provide a reasonable initialization for recombination distances when many markers are followed simultaneously. Often in tetrad analysis, we have additional information on the gametes produced. Let T be a random variable defined as follows: 
We also consider another widely used heuristic estimator of r heu , under the model specified by Davis, 19 as
Maximum likelihood estimation of c mle·td

Theorem 2. The maximum likelihood estimator of the exchange probability c mle·td under the tetrad model as specified by Eq. (11) always exists and is unique under some regularity conditions, and is given by
where L is given by Eq. 
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The regularity conditions are
[
For an expression for G(T), see the proof of Lemma 1 in Appendix A.]
Proof. Differentiating the log-likelihood function given by Eq. (11), we arrive at the estimation Eq. (13) . Under the first regularity condition using Descartes' rule of signs, 21 a solution in the interval (0, 1] is guaranteed. Under the second regularity condition using the lemma below, all of the roots of the estimation equation are real. In the lemma, we will also see that one solution always lies in the interval (1, 2] , which is not considered directly as an MLE since the parameter space is (0, 1]. The MLE is found using Eq. (12) . The reason for including 1 in the set is that sometimes the global maximizer of L is in the interval (1, 2] and the function L keeps increasing after the other two local extrema, so a check is necessary to see if the likelihood value at 1 is greater.
Lemma 1. Under the condition
the roots of Eq. (13) are all real.
Proof. See Appendix A.
Identifiability of the Single Spore and Tetrad Models
Silvey 22 defines a model to be identifiable if no two values of the parameters give the same probability distribution of the data. In the single spore model described by Eq. (4), there are only two independent observable parameters, namely, p 1 and p 2 . Their model equations are
We see that both model equations are monotonic in the crossover probability c in the interval [0, 1] , and hence the model is identifiable. For the tetrad model described by Eq. (11), the model equation corresponding to tetrad NPD is clearly monotonic in c and hence the tetrad model is also identifiable.
Data Analysis
Giles et al. 23 obtained tetrads on several biochemical mutants to understand recombination and chromosome interference. The tetrad counts for the loci hist-2, nic-2, al-2, ad-3A, and ad-3B on 646 complete asci are reported in Table 2 .
It is important to point out the difference in the nature of information between single spores and tetrad data. In the single spore model, one spore is taken from each ascus, ideally, from one diploid individual; in contrast, spores inside a complete ascus in tetrad data are not independent because they are gametes from the same diploid parent. Although both single spores and tetrad data reflect the underlying crossover events, tetrad data do so more directly. For example, an NPD tetrad directly indicates a four-strand double crossover.
Since we model the underlying recombination process, which is fundamental to any observed cross, it is possible to ascribe a probability distribution on the tetrad types directly from the recombination process. Note that although an NPD tetrad ensures 50% f 2 and 50% f 3 (see Sec. 5.1), it would be wrong to calculate the probability of an NPD tetrad via the conditional distribution in Sec. 5.1 as the spores in the NPD asci are not independent. We compute the recombination fraction r for the heuristic estimator r heu and maximum likelihood estimator r mle·td under the model described in Eq. (11), and for the maximum likelihood estimator r mle under the single spore model described in Eq. (4). The results are tabulated in Table 3 
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Any of these estimators would provide a good initialization for iterative computation of the MLE for a single spore model in the case of multiple markers (see Sec. 10) . As all of the estimators perform well, it becomes interesting to study their accuracy. In the following section, we compare the efficiency of these three estimators. Among r mle , r mle·td , and r 24 The variance of the heuristic estimator r heu is obtained in a straightforward manner using tetrad probabilities given by Eq. (11) . The details of the derivation are included in Appendices B-D. Figure 4 compares the variances of r mle , r mle.td , and r heu using Eqs. (14), (15) , and (16), respectively.
Comparison of Efficiency
These standard errors have not been available before for the fungal genetic community. In Fig. 4 , we see that the estimators r mle·td and r heu of the tetrad model are uniformly more efficient than r mle of the single spore model. Although this was intuitively expected, it was not quite obvious. Although identifying a tetrad type involves extracting more information (hence, an intuitively smaller variance) than for a single spore, we had different probability distributions for them, and a check was necessary to confirm this intuition.
In the next section, we expand on the single spore model to account for multiple markers. It would appear that the amount of information in tetrads is usually at least a factor of 4 greater than that in single random spores. If obtaining tetrads is not more than four times the work of random spores, then tetrads are worth obtaining versus random spore data. This is intuitive because each tetrad in Fig. 1 allows us to observe potentially up to four distinct recombination events. The only situation where the relative efficiency approaches 1 is as the recombination fraction approaches zero. 
Multilocus Model for Random Spore Data
Let φ k denote a unique chromatid exchange on S l as described below:
From this point on, for the sake of brevity, we may abbreviate the term "chromatid exchanges" to simply "exchanges" when referring to φ k . Let f k denote a multilocus genotype with l loci:
The indices i j = 1 and i j = 0 indicate the paternal and maternal alleles, respectively. The progeny are obtained by exchanges between homogeneous parents. The observed data set can be represented as
where n j is the observed frequency of f j .
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Probability distribution on S l
Let us define the following functions:
where a = (a 1 , a 2 , a 3 , a 4 )
System (18) The function f ij (a) = f j (f i (a)) corresponds to events in S i accounting for all possible bivalent configurations. For a particular chromatid exchange φ k , a model tetrad can be generated at meiosis using the function f ij . The matrix R k of size 4 × l defines a simulated tetrad below 25 :
and the ith genetic interval S i contains the observed chromatid exchange {j, k}. That is, R k possesses four rows which correspond to the four gametes in a tetrad during meiosis if the chromatid exchange φ k had occurred according to our model. The conditional distribution of f i for a given φ k is calculated as
where R k(j,.) is the jth row of R k . The marginal density of a single spore f i is given by
where C is the conditional probability matrix defined by
S. Tewari, J. Arnold & S. M. Bhandarkar
and P is given by
where i k,j ∈ S j and the probability distribution P (I j = i k,j ) is as defined in Eq. (2). Let Θ = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c l−1 ) denote the unknown parameter vector in the model. The likelihood of n viewed as a function of Θ is specified as
The log-likelihood function is then
Computation of MLE of the crossover probability vector Θ via the EM algorithm
Lander and Green 3 suggested the application of the expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm to the genetic mapping problem. Consider two sample spaces X and N , and a many → one mapping from X to N . The actual data n = (n j ; j = 1, 2, . . . , 2 l ) are a realization of N . Let X kj be the random variable corresponding to X j that denotes the frequency of events like φ k for random spores f j . Define
We refer to X as complete data and N as incomplete data.
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The log-likelihood with complete data is given by
] and is defined in Eq. (23).
The log-likelihood with incomplete data is given by
where p j = P (observing a single spore of f j ) = P (f j ), a function of Θ and defined in Eq. (21).
In the EM algorithm, 26 we do not maximize l(Θ; n) directly to obtain the MLE of Θ, but iteratively maximize l c (Θ, x) -averaged over all possible values of the complete data -given the incomplete data. That is, the objective function is defined as
and we iteratively maximize Q(Θ|Θ (h) ), i.e.
E-Step:
Note that 
Now,
∂Q(Θ|Θ
k , and so on.
Note that i k,m denotes an event in S m for the crossover φ k .
Thus,
Computational implementation of the EM algorithm is described in a separate paper.
Computing the Standard Error of the MLE
We employ the stochastic EM (SEM) algorithm 27 to compute the standard errors of Θ = (c m ; m = 1, 2, . . . , l−1). Its description paraphrases the description in Tewari et al. 13 The large sample variance-covariance matrix is calculated by Eq. (2.3.5) in Meng and Rubin.
and D is the matrix determining the rate of convergence of EM and I oc is defined as below:
where I o (θ|Y ) is the complete-data observed information matrix. The EM algorithm described in Sec. 10.2 implicitly defines a mapping θ → M (θ) by Eq. (29) from the parameter space of θ, (0, 1] l−1 , to itself such that
Since M (θ) is continuous and θ (t) converges to the MLE θ * (using the EM algorithm), then θ * is a root of
Therefore, in the neighborhood of θ * , by a Taylor series expansion, we obtain
Computation of D
Define d ij to be the (i, j)th element of D, and define θ (t) (i) to be
That is, only the ith component in θ (t) (i) is active, since the other components are fixed at their MLEs. By the definition of d ij , we have
The following steps are performed to compute the d ij 's.
INPUT: θ * and θ (t) .
Step 1. Run the usual E and M steps to obtain θ (t+1) (i). Repeat steps 2 and 3 for i = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1.
Step 2. Calculate θ (t) (i) from Eq. (33) and, treating it as the current estimate of θ, perform one iteration of EM to obtain θ (t+1) (i).
Step 3. Obtain the ratio
OUTPUT: θ (t+1) and {d 
Evaluation of I
−1 oc
The complete-data information for the (i, j)th element (i = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1 and j = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1) is given by
Using Eq. (32), we obtain
.
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Empirical validation of standard errors
We performed a study to verify Eq. (31) empirically. We used the first nine genes of chromosome 7 of Neurospora crassa 28 for the study. First, we computed the parameter vector θ using Eq. (29), and then we used the estimated parameter to generate 50 data sets from the model described in Eq. (1). For each model, we computed the parameter vector θ and calculated the empirical standard error for all of the data sets. Table 4 shows the theoretical and empirical estimates of the parameter vector θ.
Computing Goodness of Fit of the Model
Let R i (i = 1, 2, . . . , l− 1) be a multinomial vector for the ith genetic interval, where
In other words, R ij = count of genotype f j as in Eq. (4) for the ith genetic interval. Assuming independence of the multinomial counts by virtue of the assumption of independent DNA breakage across the intervals, we get
where P i (θ) = (P i1 (θ), P i2 (θ), . . . , P i4 (θ)) and θ = (c 1 , c 2 , . . . , c l−1 ) .
This independence assumption is an approximation, but a good one (see Sec. 14). We use the standard Pearson chi-squared statistic as a measure of goodness of fit for the model proposed as in system (1), defined as
which asymptotically follows a central chi-squared distribution with n − l degrees of freedom. 29 The following lemma and its proof are repeated from Tewari et al. 13 for the reader's convenience. Proof. Recall that a tetrad pattern is an arrangement of the alleles of a particular gene in the simulated tetrad generated by a given crossover under the model described by system (1), where 1 and 0 indicate the parental alleles for the particular locus. Let P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P 6 denote the tetrad patterns 1 1 0 0, 0 1 1 0, 1 0 1 0, 1 0 0 1, 0 1 0 1, and 0 0 1 1, respectively. The tetrad pattern at locus i for a crossover value s i in the ith genetic interval S i is given by
where s i = {j, k} ∈ S i in Eq. (2) and f k (·) and f j (·) are obtained from system (18) . Note that T s0 = P 1 . In order to generate the patterns beginning with pattern T s0 along with their sample points (Table 5 ), we can see that all of the sample points with the source pattern T s0 = P 1 correspond to the patterns within P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6). Next, we enumerate tetrad patterns beginning with source patterns P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6); and from Table 5 , it is clearly seen that tetrad patterns cannot lie outside the set P i (i = 1, 2, . . . , 6). Hence, the lemma is proved.
The probability distributions of the tetrad patterns are given below. Next, we derive the probability distribution of the multinomial counts for each genetic interval and for each of the beginning strand among the possible tetrad patterns.
Theorem 4.
Let C 1 and C 2 define two classes of tetrad patterns as below:
The probability distribution of R i for a tetrad pattern P l (l = 1, 2, . . . , 6) as the beginning strand is given by
Now, from Eq. (34),
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Source pattern Generated patterns Sample points
(0,3),(3,0),(3,2),(3,4) P 5 (0,4),(4,0),(4,1),(4,3) P 6 (1,3),(3,1),(2,4),(4,2)
(1,2),(3,4) P 4 (1,3),(3,1) P 5 (1,4),(3,2) P 6 (0,3),(3,0),(2,3),(4,3)
(0,4),(4,0),(1,4),(3,4)
(1,2),(3,4) P 6 (0,1),(1,0),(2,1),(4,1)
(2,1),(2,3),(4,3) P 5 (0,0),(0,1),(1,0),(0,3),(3,0),(1,1), (2, 2) , (3, 3) , (4, 4) , (1, 3) ,(3,1) P 6 (0,2),(2,0),(1,2),(3,2) (3, 0) , (3, 2) ,(3,4) P 3 (0,4),(4,0),(4,1),(4,3) P 4 (0,1),(1,0),(1,2),(1,4) P 5 (0,2),(2,0),(2,3),(2,1) P 6 (0,0),(1,1),(2,2), (3, 3) , (4, 4) where G i is the random variable denoting a strand pattern among P 1 , P 2 , . . . , P 6 . Note that the distribution of G i is of branching type, where the ith genetic interval corresponds to what we call the ith generation. Since the genetic map starts with the pattern P 1 , the distribution of G 1 , i.e. the first generation, is given by the first row in Table 6 . We see that Table 6 . Probability distributions of the tetrad patterns.
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and
Hence, in order to compute Eq. (37), we have to find the probability distribution of the ith generation random variable G i , i.e. compute P Gi (P l ) ∀ i = 1, 2, . . . , l − 1 and ∀ l = 1, 2, . . . , 6. The following theorem provides a set of recurrence relations for obtaining them.
Theorem 5. The set of recurrence relations for computing Eq. (37) is given as follows:
For i = 2, 3, . . . , l − 1, 3, 4 (P Gi−1 (P k ))
The Use of Simulated Annealing for Searching for the Best Order
Finding the best order of genetic markers is a combinatorial optimization problem. Simulated annealing has long been used quite successfully for solving combinatorial optimization problems. 30 In this paper, we use simulated annealing to find the best order of genetic markers. Simulated annealing has been used previously 31 to reconstruct chromosomes based on binary scoring of DNA fragments and a Hamming distance-based objective function as well as in genetic mapping. 32 In our case, the objective function is the likelihood of a particular order of genes on a genetic map obtained upon convergence of the EM algorithm. So, in our case, a single computation of the objective function for a given order of markers is quite expensive. A heuristic stochastic strategy to search for a good order is as follows:
(1) Generate a random order of probes, Π, and calculate f (Π). If the number of successes equals zero for a given step, the process is complete; otherwise, go back to step 2.
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Genetic Mapping from the RFLP Data of Neurospora crassa
Calibration of the annealing parameters
In order to find the optimal values of the factors T , F , M , and S to use the annealing machine for chromosome VII of Neurospora crassa, we undertook a full factorial design 33 of the four factors (T, F, M, S) for several values for each parameter, as shown in Table 7 . For each combination of factors, the likelihood measure of the converged order was noted in a simulation study. Missing data were handled as described in Tewari et al. 13 We first estimated θ using Eq. (29) on the data (the entire 31 genes in chromosome VII of Neurospora crassa), and then used those estimates to simulate a data set according to model Eq. (1) by basically performing a single inversion when there is a difference (see Figs. 5 and 6). For each combination of factors in Table 7 , ten random permutations of the gene order were run and the likelihood of their converged order was obtained.
There were no significant main effects for any of the factors, except for nearsignificance of M (P -value < 0.066). All of the interactions were insignificant. From the annealing schemes, we recommend T = 10.0, F = 0.5, M = 100, and S = 20, since this annealing machine converged with the highest likelihood of the converged order and took the least amount of time. 
Genetic map of linkage groups V and VII of Neurospora crassa
In Sec. 13, we searched for an optimal order of genetic markers of chromosome VII in Neurospora crassa 28, 34 using simulated annealing to maximize the log-likelihood. The values of the parameters used in the search of the best order are T = 10.0, F = 0.5, M = 100, and S = 20. For each order proposed, the exchange probability estimates are computed by the EM algorithm in Sec. 10.2. The exchange probability estimates with their standard errors and the corresponding recombination fractions (see Sec. 5.3) are reported for the best order in Table 8 . We found the covariances of the exchange probabilities to be small (though not reported here); this explains why pairwise analysis provides a good initialization to the multiple-marker MLE procedure and satisfies the independence assumption underlying the goodness of fit statistic. For linkage group VII, the published order 28 turned out to be the best order with a likelihood of −60.3270 using simulated annealing, but the P -value is 0.00026 for the chi-squared goodness of fit (see Sec. 12); so, the chromosome VII map appears to have a poor fit to the model. For all other linkage groups, the P -value indicated a good fit to the model.
Goodness of fit values for the entire genome (all seven chromosomes) are tabulated in Table 9 . The maps for all of the chromosomes can be found at http://gene.genetics.uga.edu/. Linkage groups II, IV, and V differed from the published order 28 by a simple inversion, as shown for linkage group in Fig. (5) . As can be seen from Table 10 , even in the cases of linkage groups II and V, the likelihood of the published order is extremely close to the maximum likelihood of the inferred order. There are at least two reasons for the discrepancy. The simplest one is that the maps were constructed by hand, so there is only a limited number of possible solutions considered. Metzenberg (personal communication) has also indicated that he held additional data that helped him decide on the map, data which the current computation does not have access to.
As a final test of the maximum likelihood methodology developed here for building genetic maps, we now demonstrate that the methodology generates the correct order of genetic markers on four of the linkage groups. The 277 markers on all linkage groups were mapped onto the genomic sequence of this model system.
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The markers on this physical map provided by the genomic sequence can then Table 10 , with linkage group V having the most discrepancies between the order of the genetic map and sequence map. The conclusion is that the genetic map generated by the methodology in this paper is independently corroborated by the genomic sequence, except for linkage groups I, II, and V. It is not surprising to see the discrepancies for linkage groups I and V, since these are the largest and hence hardest to assemble correctly. 35 The discrepancy in the genomic sequence of linkage group II appears to be due to the assignment of one segment to a different arm of linkage group II. In conclusion, genetic maps with 277 markers can be constructed by the method of maximum likelihood as demonstrated here, and the order inferred by the method of maximum likelihood can be independently corroborated.
Conclusions and Future Directions
We modeled the recombination process of fungal systems for both random spore and tetrad data. Assuming a no-chromatid-interference (NCI) model, a probability model framework was developed using bivalent configurations along the chromosome for two genes, and maximum likelihood estimators for both random and tetrad data were studied. It was shown that the MLE of recombination for tetrad data is uniformly more efficient than that for random spore data by usually a factor of at least 4. The probability framework was generalized for an arbitrary number of genes, and the MLE with its standard error were computed using the EM algorithm. We implemented our model with data on the whole genome of Neurospora crassa. Simulated annealing was used to search for the best order of genetic markers, and the standard Pearson chi-squared goodness of fit values supported the model assumptions (see Table 9 ). A desired extension is to unite this framework with that for constructing a physical map 5, 14 to produce integrated maps. These data are available, 35 and the statistical methodology for generating these integrated maps by the method of maximum likelihood has yet to be developed. It would be desirable to develop faster methods 36 for computing the MLE of the genetic map (as in Bhandarkar et al. 4 and Tewari et al. 13 for the physical map and genetic map, respectively). It would be useful to have robust alternatives to the MLE 37 as well.
All of these tools are being made available for the first time to the fungal genetics community. The no-chromatid-interference (NCI) model is evaluated using this new statistical methodology on the Neurospora crassa genome. Under this model, the chromatid pairs involved in double-stranded breaks are equally likely. Based on a goodness of fit measure, the assumption appears plausible (see Table 9 ). The assumption may need re-evaluation as higher density maps become available.
